Wildlife Habitat Linkage Assessment Form
Terrestrial road crossings

Preparer’s name(s): ________________________

Date: _________________

Location: Town of _________________________

Road section(s):__________________________

Potential Linkage ID: ___________

Linking Core Forest ID #(s): ______________________________

Is there protected land within the linkage? (refer to map)

Y

N

Note: Please snap pictures along the way! Pictures can be uploaded to our Google Form.
ROAD CONDITIONS

Speed limit: _____mph How many cars can pass?

Road surface: Paved

Gravel

Dirt

Approximate number of cars observed:
CULVERT OR BRIDGE

0

1

2

4

Other: ___________________

1–5

6 – 10

11 – 20

Does the linkage pass under a bridge or culvert?

20+

Y

N

Does the water passing through the culvert fall over a drop (perched culvert)? Y

N

If yes, see below. If no, continue to next section.

What is the approximate depth of the water in the culvert or under the bridge? ________ feet
Culvert: _______ diameter

– or –

Would it be passable by (circle any):

coyote

Did you observe any roadkill?

N

Y

Bridge underpass: _______ height ________ width
deer

bobcat

small critters

Feel free to include pictures in the Google form.

Can you identify? ___________________________________________________________________
DEVELOPMENT

Are there houses within the linkage?

Are the houses:

sparse

scattered

Y

N

dense

Would wildlife need to pass close to residences, possibly using backyards?
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Y

N

BARRIERS TO WILDLIFE PASSAGE
Are there steep embankments on either side?

Y

N

Are there guardrails?

Y

N

Retaining walls?

Y

N

Is there fast running water running parallel to the road?

Y

N

If yes to any, describe: __________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
ROADSIDE VEGETATION (within approximately 50 feet).
Is there woody vegetation (trees or shrubs) on one or both sides of the road?
Circle one:

one side

Closed tree canopy?

both sides

Y

Has there been (circle any):

Circle one:

sparse

Y

medium

N

Are there powerlines on both sides?

mowing

brush clearing

Are there invasive plant species?

Y

N

N

tree clearing

dense
Y
pruning

Can you identify? _____________________

Are there large stands of ash trees with evidence of “blonding” from woodpeckers?
Are there agricultural fields next to the road? Y

N

N If yes, (circle one): hay corn

Are there open fields that wildlife must navigate to reach the linkage?

Y

Y

N
pasture

N

RATING THE LINKAGE — Linkage Score (circle one)
EXCELLENT: Linkage presents few barriers to wildlife passage with largely undisturbed forest on both sides.
GOOD: Some obstacles, forest is slightly compromised on one or both sides. Shows promise as linkage.
FAIR: Numerous obstacles, forest is significantly compromised, but certain sections show promise as linkages.
POOR: Forest fragmentation and barriers to wildlife passage make this an inadequate linkage.
What wildlife do you think might use this linkage, why? ___________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Additional notes:_______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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